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"In the Human Rights Day, More than 426 Palestinian Refugees 

were tortured to death in Syrian Regime's Prisons" 

 
 

 

 The PRC presents the Palestinian Syrians situation to British MPs. 

 A Palestinian Refugee killed in Aleppo. 

 13 Palestinian Kids were ambulanced because of suffocation in an evacuation 

center in Damascus Suburb. 

 The Syrian warplanes drop two explosive barrels over the adjacent areas of 

Khan Eshieh Camp. 

 The Syrian Security releases a Palestinian refugee after five months of arrest. 
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VICTIMS 

The Palestinian Syrian refugee "Hasan Hasida" from Sayida Zanab camp 

was killed in clashes with armed opposition forces in Aleppo. 

It is noteworthy that the pro-regime armed militias induct many 

Palestinian Syrians for money, taking advantage of the harsh living 

conditions and poverty and unemployment inside the camps to send the 

youth to the battlefronts under the context of protecting the camps. 

The AGPS has documented 45 victims from Sayida Zaynab camp killed 

due to the ongoing conflict in Syria. 

 

RECENT UPDATES 

On the international Day of Human Rights, the AGPS confirmed that it 

managed to document killing of (426) Palestinian refugees under torture 

in the prisons of the Syrian regime, after being arrested by Syrian 

security forces. 

The monitoring and documentation 

team in APGS pointed that at least 

(1018) refugees are still under arrest 

or enforced disappearance, while 

(3076) victims were killed due to 

different reasons. 

In a relative context, The Palestinian Return Centre PRC, based in 

London, presented its periodic brief about the human rights status in 
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Palestine and diaspora camps to the members of the British Parliament 

in the World Human Rights Day, which falls on December 10, 2015. 

This brief discussed the situation of Palestinian Syrian refugees and their 

continuing catastrophe for more than four years, and reminded of the 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights, article no.9 and article no.13 

which ensure the refugees' right of return, and article no.15 which 

ensures everyone's right to a nationality which millions of refugees are 

deprived of. 

The brief included, also, an explanation about article no.17 which 

prohibits depriving anyone from his home and properties, which Israel 

used to violate since its establishment through its expansionary policies 

based on the continuous displacement of the Palestinians everywhere 

especially in Jerusalem and West Bank. 

Moving to Damascus Suburb, the medical staff of the Palestinian Red 

Crescent transported in ambulance 13 children from Al- Tira evacuation 

center in Dummar town to Jaffa hospital in Mezzeh, as a result of their 

exposure to the smoke of electricity generator near their class, eight 

children remained in the hospital for treatment. 
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It is to be mentioned that Al-Tira evacuation center (school) hosts 

Palestinian families displaced from Al-Yarouk camp and Al-Tadamon 

area, where the UNRWA helps them in these centers. The UNRWA 

estimates the Palestinians in its evacuation centers at 8000 refugees. 

In a different topic, the surrounding areas of Khan Eshieh camp in 

Damascus Suburb were hit by two explosive barrels at least dropped 

from Syrian warplanes, which caused fears and tension state to the 

civilians inside the camp. This comes under the continuous closure of all 

roads that lead to the camp by the Syrian Army, except Khan Eshieh – 

Zakiya alternative road. 

The AGPS has documented 141 victims from Khan Eshieh camp, the 

majority of them were killed due to the shelling. 

 

RELEASE 

The Palestinian refugee "Mohammad Khaled Daher" was released from 

the Syrian regime's prisons after five months of arrest, Mohammad was 

arrested at Syrian Security checkpoint in Kawkab town while he was 

being transported to get treatment as he had bleeding wounds and 
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dislocated shoulders and broken hands and two infections in his legs due 

to shelling. 

It is to be mentioned that the Syrian Security still keeps 106 Palestinians 

from Khan Eshien under arrest and unaccounted for, according to the 

AGPS statistics. 

 

Palestinians of Syria in numbers and statistics Until 8 December 2015 

 15.500 Palestinian Syrian refugees in Jordan, 45,000 Palestinian 

Syrian refugees in Lebanon, and 6,000 refugees in Egypt, 

according to the UNRWA's statistics till July 2015. 

 More than 36,000 Palestinian Syrian refugees have arrived Europe 

during the last 4 years. 

 The Yarmouk Camp: still under siege imposed by the Syrian 

Regime's Army and PFLP-GC (Popular Front for the Liberation of 

Palestine – General Command), continued for 892 days 

respectively. In addition, power cuts continued for more than 962 

days, water cut for 452 days. The number of victims due to the 

siege has reached to 184 victims . 
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 Al Sbeina Camp: Syrian Regime's Army still preventing the 

residents from returning back to their houses for 753 days 

respectively. 

 Handarat Camp: All of its residents have left the camp for 954 

days after the Syrian Opposition Groups controlled it. 

 Dara’a Camp: Water cut continues for 598 days, and 70% of its 

buildings were distroyed. 

 Jarmana, AL Saieda Zainab, Al Raml, Al Aedein Homs and Aedein 

Hamma: A relatively quiet situations in light of the economic 

crises. 

 Khan Al Sheih Camp: Roads linking the camp to the city center are 

still closed except for Zakia- Khan Al Shieh road. 


